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PROGRAMME FOR GENDER, MEDIA AND ELECTIONS WORKSHOP

Date: 10th November, 2008
Venue: Malawi Sun Hotel, Blantyre
Time: 08.30-16.30

TIME ACTIVTITY SPEAKER / FACILITATOR
08.30-09.00 Registration Lowani Mtonga

Welcome Remarks and
introductions

Tony Mita, Board Chairperson,
Gender and the Media in Malawi
(GEMMA

09.00-09.30

Official Opening Guest of Honour, Mr Peter Msefula
Director of  Women Development,
Ministry of Women and Child
Development

09.30-10.00 SADC Protocol Video Trevor Davies

10.00-10.30 Tea Break
10.30-12.00 Women politicians from

various political parties to
discuss key gender issues
in elections and
experiences with the
media.

Hon. Marjorie Ngaunje  (DPP)
Hon. Jean Sendeza (MCP)
Hon. Lillian Patel (UDF)
Hon. Loveness Gondwe (AFORD)

 12.00-13.00 Gender and the Media: Key
Issues

Trevor Davies

13.00-14.00 Lunch Break
14.00-15.00 Group work on strategies

and story ideas
Trevor Davies

15.00-15.30 Tea Break
15.30-16.30 Plenary Trevor Davies
16.30 Wrap up and closure
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BACKGROUND

Research findings of the Gender and Media Baseline Study conducted in 2003 in twelve
Southern African countries by Gender Links (GL) and the Media Institute of Southern Africa
(MISA) showed that women constitute, on average, 17 percent of news sources and that even
where women are represented in occupations, their voices are not necessarily heard in the same
proportion to their representation.  In Malawi Women’s views and voices are grossly under-
represented in the media: The study found that women constituted 12 percent of media sources
in Malawi. This was the lowest figure of all the twelve countries surveyed.

What this highlights is that women’s views are underrepresented and sometimes misrepresented
in the media. It has also been observed that there is tension between women politicians and the
media. This is partly to the fact that women have not had the same level of exposure as men
and are often reluctant or wary in their dealings with the media.

Malawi is also one of the ten SADC countries that has fallen short of meeting the SADC target of
30 percent women in parliament by 2005.  With a mere 25 (or 13 percent) of parliamentary
seats held by women it ranks 12th in the region and 87th globally.  This is far below the new
target of 50 percent by 2015 set in the SADC Protocol on Gender and Development, and there
will need to be a concerted effort made by the government if this target is to be reached.  An
additional challenge will be to lobby the government to sign the Protocol and show commitment
to gender equality in all areas of decision-making.

The media in Malawi can play a crucial role by raising awareness about government’s obligation
under the protocol and ensure that gender is mainstreamed in the coverage of elections. This
workshop therefore aims to provide media with tools and practical skills to seek out the views
and voices of women as well as encourage their participation in public affairs coupled with
promoting dialogue and skills for ensuring greater sensitivity in media coverage, access to and
use of the media by women politicians.
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INTRODUCTION
Media essential to fifty percent women in leadership by 2015
By Susan Tolmay

So far, increasing women in governance has moved at a snail’s pace. The recent signing of the
SADC Protocol on Gender and Development raises state commitment from the 30% agreed in
1997 to 50%, despite the fact that, 11 years on, only five countries in the region (Mozambique,
Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, and most recently, Angola) have attained the 30% target in
parliament.

The picture is similar at the local government level, with only three countries having reached
and exceeded the 30% target (Namibia, South Africa and Tanzania) and Lesotho having
exceeded the 50% mark with 58% women in local government.

Over the next five years, Gender Links, a regional organisation which promotes equality and
justice for women, is working in 14 SADC countries, where there will be national and local
elections, to build capacity and encourage interaction between women politicians and the media.
Beginning with Malawi in the second week of November, and in Botswana and South Africa
shortly after, this will provide a unique opportunity to campaign for the 50/50 target.

The new initiative is a replication of a programme in 2004 and 2005, in which GL embarked on
gender and democracy training in seven SADC countries holding or expected to hold elections in
those years. The purpose of the training with media practitioners, as well as politicians, was
twofold; to engage with media to assist them in understanding how gender equality is integral
to citizenship, democracy and freedom of expression, as well as train women politicians to build
relations with the media and to empower them with practical skills to engage with the media.

The 2004/ 2005 training followed Gender Links’ first ever study on the impact of women in
politics in the region: “Ringing up the Changes: Gender in Southern African Politics.”  One of the
findings of the qualitative study was that understanding and being able to work with the media
is key for women politicians to leverage themselves more effectively.

While the long-term jury may still be out on the difference gender and democracy training for
the media and women politicians makes, the 2004/ 2005 training created conversations
between the two. According to Loga Virahsawmy, Chairperson of the Media Watch Organisation
(MWO) in Mauritius, the training done with journalists and politicians in her country during the
2005 elections was one of the most important workshops on gender and democracy issues.

“The key to the workshop’s success,” Virahsawmy says, “is the participation of high level
politicians especially the leaders of political parties, since they are the gatekeepers for women’s
entry into politics.” In the 2005 elections in Mauritius the representation of women increased by
just over 11% from 5.6 to 17%.

Women’s political participation is a problematic area of reporting and media under-represents
and sometimes misrepresents the views of these women in the media. According to Paula Fray,
the Africa Regional Director of the Inter Press Service (IPS) global news agency, women
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politicians occupy a low profile in the media and there is often a hostile relationship with the
media that is considered unfriendly to women.
IPS global news agency is also involved in training its Africa network of journalists and women

politicians on how to engage the media in their From Polls to Polls programmes which is about
strengthening the voices and visibility of women in elections. They train journalists to cover
elections from a gender perspective with a broader focus on political processes and not merely
elections as events.

According to Fray, an evaluation of this process takes place on a continuous basis as the
agency’s reporters receive on-line training and guidance daily from the IPS Africa Editor. A
formal evaluation of the first formal training of journalists and women politicians conducted in
November 2007 found participating women politicians showed a better understanding of the
media and higher levels of confidence in dealing with them.

Journalists reported improved efforts to seek out the views of women and a better
understanding of women politicians and the challenges that they face in the media.  While
politicians did see an increase in media’s coverage, they believe that journalists still favour men
and that the media needs to be transformed in a more holistic way.

Research points to the need for such training for media. The Gender and Media Baseline Study
(GMBS) conducted in 2003 in twelve Southern African countries by GL and the Media Institute of
Southern Africa (MISA) showed that women in general constitute, on average, 17% of news
sources. This increased by 2% to 19% for the Southern African region in the Global Media
Monitoring (GMMP), coordinated by the World Association of Christian Communications (WACC),
which took place in 2005.

And even where women are present in occupations, such as politicians, their voices are not
heard in the same proportion as their representation. For example, in the GMBS, of all the
politician sources, only 8% were women, and this figure doubled to 16% in the GMMP.
However, neither of these figures reflects the strength of women in parliaments where the
regional average has ranged from 19 to 21.9% between 2005 and 2008.

With the region currently undergoing so many changes in governments, it is time that this
change includes ensuring that women are at the decision-making table. As a cornerstone of
democracy, media is a vital part of this.

This article is part of the Gender Links Opinion and Commentary Service that provides fresh
views on everyday news.

OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP

• To advance the gender awareness and skills of the media in Malawi by running a training
course on gender and democracy for media practitioners;

• To increase media coverage of this issue and contribute to the campaign to bring about
gender equality in decision-making.

• To assist the media in understanding how gender equality is integral to citizenship,
democracy and freedom of expression.
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• To assist the media in thinking through gender dimensions of election coverage.

GENDER ISSUES IN THE ELECTIONS

Key issues

• Democracy is defined as government for the people, by the people, not by men for men.
According to this definition, no country in the world has achieved democracy, as there is
none in which women are represented in decision making in accordance with their numbers
in the population.

• The UN has shown that having a critical mass of at least 30 percent women in decision
making makes a marked difference to the way these structures function and to their
agendas.

• SADC governments have committed themselves to achieving fifty percent women in all areas
of decision- making, but are still far from achieving this. For example, the average
percentage of women in parliaments of the region is 21.9 percent; even lower in the
bureaucracy and the judiciary.

• The media, through its below-the-belt treatment of women in politics has often served as
one of many deterrents to women entering into and serving in public life. Nowhere in the
region has the media taken up any serious campaign around the 50 percent target, nor
raised debates as to how this is to be achieved.

• Violence against women becomes prevalent during an election period. Every year 16 Days of
Activism is commemorated to raise awareness about GBV.

• Women in Malawi have not been spared of the violence during this election period.

GENDER AND THE MEDIA

Key issues
 Gender stereotypes are deeply ingrained in our socialization. We can never hope to be

objective, but we can aim to be fair. We need to learn to identify our gender biases and then
make a special effort to overcome them.

 Every issue is a gender issue. We simply need to learn to identify the gender angles and
draw these out. More often than not these will make for more interesting, in-depth stories.

 The most readily available and accessible sources are likely to be men. A conscious effort
needs to be made to seek out and reflect the voices of women and to achieve gender
balance in our coverage.

 To the extent that women are not as likely as men to have had the same experience of
dealing with the media, or to have access to the same resources (for example, phones,
faxes and E Mail) this may take additional effort.

EXERCISE 1: Do you know the differences between sex and gender
Tick whether the following functions are associated with sex or gender.

FUNCTION SEX GENDER
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FUNCTION SEX GENDER
Breastfeeding
Cooking
Menstruation
Managing
Growing a beard
Boxing
Voice breaking
Knitting
Decision-making

Question
How would you define the difference between gender and sex?

What is a stereotype?
A doctor from France went to a conference on HIV and AIDS in Malawi and was to be met by a
driver. They missed each other at the arrival hall and the driver went on his way. The stranded
participant phoned the conference organisers who in turn phoned the driver on his cell phone.
He returned to look for the Doctor but they still missed each other. Eventually the conference
participant took a taxi. When the two finally met, the driver was shocked to find that it was a
black woman, and said: “When I heard you were a conference participant from Europe, I
assumed you must be a white man!”

The problem with stereotyping is that it then takes generalities as norms, and often these are
given a negative connotation. Life is complex. People are complex. Cultures are complex. No
one exists in a little box. Remember: any time there is an exception to a rule, the rule no longer
holds. So best to be careful about making rules!

Question
How would you define the term stereotype?

EXERCISE 2: Women and men through the eyes of the media

Each person should look at an article from the day’s newspapers count the sources in the
story, and note what women and men are doing and how they are depicted if at all.  Look
at whether they have a gender angle, and whether they would have taken a different

angle to the story.

Fill in the information in the attached table and discuss in plenary with all results recorded.
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PUBLICATION % WOMEN ROLES DEPICTED % MEN ROLES DEPICTED

Questions:

1) What percentage of the sources in the article are women compared to men?

2) Could more women have been sourced for the story?

3) What percentage of the images are women compared to men?

4) What roles are the women depicted in compared to the men?

5) Are there differences in the depictions and are these a reflection of reality or of gender
biases within the media?

Exercise 3: Gender and Media Baseline Study
Study the table below, taken from the findings of the Gender and Media Baseline Study
(GMBS) Malawi Report conducted in September 2003 by Gender Links and the Media
Institute of Southern Africa (MISA), and answer the questions that follow

Table One: Snapshot of key findings

Malawi
%

SOUTHERN
AFRICA %

GLOBAL
%

MEN WOMEN MEN WOMEN MEN WOMEN
WHO SPEAKS
Overall 88 12 83 17 83 17
Relationships
Identified by marital
and family status

1 21 11 2 4 21

Occupation*
Home makers 0 100 33 61 9 81
Politicians 89 6 89 8 90 10
Sports 92 6 90 8 11 91
Beauty contestant 0 100 10 88
Entertainer 81 15 60 38
Sex worker 0 0 9 91
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Malawi
%

SOUTHERN
AFRICA %

GLOBAL
%

WHO SPEAKS ON WHAT*
Economics 75 14 76 10 11
Political stories 79 5 90 9 88 12
War/conflict 60 4 70 13   6
Crime 69 7 75 15 80 20
Health HIV/AIDS 35 9 66 25 71 29
Mining and agriculture 75 15 79 15
Human rights 80 6 70 16 85 15
Gender equality 57 21 45 46
Gender violence 29 57 50 39
Media and
entertainment

81 9 65 29 65 35

Sports 85 6 88 8 88 12
WHO CREATES THE NEWS
TV reporters 73 27 62 38 64 36
TV/radio presenters 58 42 55 45 44 56
Radio reporters 72 28 66 34 72 28
Print reporters 92 8 78 22 26
WHO REPORTS ON WHAT*
Economics 45 8 54 20 65 35
Political stories 23 5 47 16 74 26
War and conflict 14 3 35 15
Crime 32 4 46 20 69 31
Health/ HIV/AIDS 35 9 40 31 54 46
Mining and agriculture 36 15 53 19
Human rights 10 5 47 23 67 33
Gender Violence 40 0 46 19
Gender Equality 57 7 44 30
Media and
entertainment

42 4 49 25 60 40

Sports 49 4 68 7 85 15

Questions

1. What does this table indicate in terms of women being sourced for news in Malawi?

2. To what extent are the voices of women heard relative to men in the topic
category of politics? Why is this so?

3. In what categories are women least sourced? Why is this so?

4. In what topic categories are there more women sources than men? Why is this so

5. What is the overall percentage of women sources compared to men?
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FINDING AND DEVELOPING GENDER ANGLES

Newsrooms have a tendency to pigeonhole certain kinds of stories, often based on arbitrary
factors or outdated reasoning. “Gender” stories are often categorised as “worthy but dull”, and
assigned to a (inevitably female) reporter in charge of a particular beat, generally the “Woman’s
Page”.  There is a tendency to assume that a story - any story - which has a woman as its
subject, is automatically a gender story. This approach misses the point that gender is about
power relations between men and women, as well as the dynamic nature of these relations,
which change from time to time and place to place.  Good gender reporting focuses not just on
events and issues but looks at how men and women are differently affected by these. The point
is that all stories can be viewed through a “gender lens”.

EXERCISE 4: Finding gender angles

Take a specific scenario, and then follow through on how this could be developed
from an idea, to an actual story with a strong gender perspective.

For example, a reporter hears on the radio that the Electoral Commission has released
the number of registered voters in a particular district, say Blantyre or the list of the
nominated candidates in Malawi. The reporter is interested in developing the story.

Looking through a gender lens, participants should review the planning, reporting and
writing processes under the following sub-headings:

Ideas

All stories begin with ideas: sometimes these will be your ideas, sometimes they will
come from an assignment editor, from other media or other people in your community.
To help you decide whether there is a potential story here, bounce the idea around
with a colleague or a friend and ask yourself these questions:

 Is it worth following up?
 Is there a new way of telling this story?

TRAINING TIPS: In this case the answer would be ‘yes’ to both questions. The story appears
to be undeveloped thus far, and consists mostly of an announcement by the Electoral
Commission. How have similar stories been handled in the past? How can you move away
from the official line and get down to how this is going to impact on ordinary people?

The next stage is to focus the story. Key questions to be asked include:

 Which people and perspectives have been left out in the nomination and registration
process?

 What creative new ways are there of looking at this story?
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TIPS: Thus far we have not heard the voices of the voters, NGOs, donors,
commentators, analysts and other interest groups. The journalist should probe deep
and ask questions such as:

 Is there a gender angle? Does this issue affect men and women differently?
 Has the data been disaggregate by sex? How many women are registered to

vote/ How many women are on the list?
 In which constituencies are the women found?
 Have political parties made any efforts to put forward more women as candidates?
 Have these constituencies ever been contested by women?
 What to the electorate think about having women candidates in their constituencies?
 Are they being opposed by other women or are men opposing them?
 Are the electorate aware of the SADC target of 50% women in all areas of decision-making?

Do they think it’s important for women to participate in political decision-making?
 Which areas have the most women registered?
 If certain areas have low voter registration, what is the cause?
 What problems have been experienced during the registration process?
 Have the voting materials been adequately supplied to the areas?
 Was time adequate for everyone to register?
 Have people and other interest groups complained about the registration process?
 If yes, what are these complaints?
 Can these affect the overall out come of the elections?

Research

Once participants have a clear brief, they should discuss where to go for background research-
whom to call, visit, what Internet research to do etc. Participants should examine their list of
contacts, and count how many of these are men. What women experts and other sources can
be found for this story? Questions to be considered on sources include:

 Who is most likely to be able to tell this kind of story from their own experience?
 How would you find some one who is a nominated candidate or a previous woman MP?
 Can you find a candidate or candidates who can give an account of their experience of

their nomination process?
 Can you find a voter or voters who can give an account of their experience of their

registration process?

TIP: It’s often tempting to go for the usual dial-a-quote sources that are always
good for a sound bite. Invariably, such contacts are men, because they are more
likely to be in positions of authority, to be familiar with dealing with the media etc.
There’s nothing wrong with this, as long as reporters remember that these are not
the only voices out there. They can be used as a starting point for background or
context and then move on. Sometimes these people can give other contacts in the
field, and these can yield further contacts.

If we are committed to reporting that challenges norms and stereotypes about gender roles, it is
important that we not only acknowledge that women experts exist, but actively try to access
them.
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Furthermore, we need to bring in not just the voices of experts, but of those most likely to be
affected by policies. In this case, women are the most likely to be affected by an in the
representation of women in parliament. What sources could be accessed to bring out this
important dimension?

Don’t underplay archival research where this is practical as this can yield illuminating insights.
There are now numerous websites on gender-related issues. Participants should be aware that
keyword searches on the web might produce gender-biased results (for example, if you ask for
actors your search engine may not include women in results.)

Interviewing

The golden rule of interviewing is to let the people who are closest to the story tell it. The
Electoral Commission, NGOs and other interest groups will be able to give lots of solid facts and
strong background to build the story on, but the people directly affected should be the main
voices in the story. For example, asking the candidates and voters on the ground what their
experiences have been, problems encountered etc. Ask Electoral Commission to provide gender
disaggregate data to know whether more women have registered than men, including the age
group.

Participants should also consider how they would go about asking questions. It may be useful to
role- play this in class, and to discuss whether there is any gender dimensions to the way in

which interviews are conducted.

TIP: The golden rule here is to ask open-ended, non-judgemental questions and
NEVER make assumptions.

Writing

By the time of writing a huge amount of material will have been amassed. How is this best put
together? Participants should step back and pretend they are readers seeing this story for the
first time. Questions to ask include:

 Does the introduction pull you in and make you want to find out more?
 Does it take you too long to get to the point and answer the "so what?" question?
 What questions would you as a reader have about the story?
 Are these questions answered in a logical sequence?
 Have you thought about packaging for this story?
 What picture or graphic will accompany it?
 Does this image portray the essence of your story? Have you decided whether to use

sidebars, fact boxes or contact numbers?

TIP: The rule for putting material together is: “Select, don’t compress”.  What is left
out will probably form the basis for a good follow-up story next week or next month.
Stories should not be choked with too much detail. If it is well researched this will
shine through the your story. Writing should include examples that make the reader
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feel present, and also offer fresh perspectives. The reader should put down the paper and say,
“I never knew that” or “I hadn’t thought of it that way”. Anything that challenges traditional
assumptions should be used to illustrate the point. The subject's voice should come through the
use of strong quotes. Gender perspectives should be allowed to come through. For example, if
men talk about the emotional issues attached to care-giving this should come through even if it
makes the writer uncomfortable. It's not the writers job to edit the subject's reality - and a story
like this may allow other male readers to acknowledge their feelings too.
Excerpt from Gender in media training manual – by Nicole Johnston

TIP

GENDER-AWARE GENDER-BLIND
Gender balance of sources (voices) Lack of gender balance in sources (voices)
Gender neutral language Gender biased language
Awareness of differential impact Lack of awareness of gender dynamics
Fairness in approach to issue
 No double standards
 No moralizing
 No open prejudice

 No ridicule

 No placing of blame

Biased coverage of issue
 Double standards
 Moralizing e.g. being judgemental
 Open prejudice e.g. women are less

intelligent than men etc
 Ridicule e.g. women in certain

situations
 Placing blame e.g. on rape survivors for

their dress etc
Challenges stereotypes Perpetuates stereotypes
Simple accessible gender sensitive language Full of jargon and stereotypical gender

biased language
Gender disaggregated data Aggregated data
Blatant stereotype Subtle stereotype
 Women are presented in stereotypical

roles such as victims or sex objects.
 Men are presented in stereotypical roles

such as strong business men or leaders.

 Stories that reinforce notions of
women’s domestic and men’s more
public roles.

 Stories about ‘special women’ on
specific days such as Women’s Day that
receive no coverage at any other time.

Exercise 5:
Read the articles that follow.
Note down who was interviewed, who was not interviewed.
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Questions

1. Who else would you have interviewed?

2. How would this have strengthened the story?

3. Would interviewing a female politician or any other female source would have made the
story gender balanced?
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GENDER, POLITICS, AND IMAGES

We are living in a world where increasingly the reporting of important events is done with more
visual emphasis. The field of governance and politics is no different. Of course image should not
take the place of substance but if you can make good pictures that can be used in your publicity
around your work as a democratic representative it will enrich your experience and satisfaction
and improve your efforts to publicise your campaigning and community work to the media and
the voters.

Profile picture

This is a headshot of you that you will use in your publicity materials, election posters etc. A first
step is to have a good picture of yourself that represents you honestly and fairly to your public.
Try to get a good headshot for your posters and press releases. If you can’t do one yourself
then go to a studio lab and get one done. Many studios these days can give you the photograph
in hard copy and as a jpg file for computer use in word documents and other leaflets and
posters. Ask for this when you have the photograph taken.

People don’t really relate to the ‘passport’ style photograph. Facing the camera straight on,
unsmiling and badly lit with too much flash these will never impress people with your
professionalism and personality.

Look your best make sure you feel comfortable with your appearance. Try to look ‘through’ the
lens at the photographer, imagine you are smiling at a person who has come to see you. You
want to make a good impression on them and it’s the same with the audience for your
photograph.

Once you’ve got your picture of you lets look at pictures of what you do as a politician!

“How to take great people pictures every single time"

Don’t let the technology get in the way!

Most digital cameras take good average pictures provided you realise the limitations of the
camera and shoot accordingly.

The biggest heartaches seem to fall into some common areas of failure, namely, lack of light
/underexposed shots,  heavy shadows hiding peoples faces, fuzzy or out of focus subjects and
being too far away or too near to the subject. Lets look at each problem in turn!

Lack of light / underexposed shots.

At night or indoors we usually use flash to light a scene. The problem is that most flash built
into cameras are very weak and don’t carry far to illuminate our subject. The answer is to move
in close – no more than two metres away from what you are photographing. Try to make sure
that you group people tightly together if photographing groups. Of course you can always ask
people to step outside into the garden and photograph them there! If you are trying to
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photograph a band or stage performance wait until the show lighting is at its brightest and
zoom in on the action that is onstage.

Heavy shadows

The other common outdoors situation is where the sunlight is very bright and almost straight
overhead, causing heavy shadows on faces. The best solution is to simply to not try to
photograph people at all at any time after 10 am and not before 4.00 pm! This is obviously not
a solution at all on some occasions so we can try to do some things to get better pictures of
people. Move people out of the direct sunlight into a slightly shaded area and don’t take their
picture when you are facing the sun. Did you know that this is the time of day when most
professional photographers will use their flash – yes, even in bright sunshine. The trick is to
even the light out on your subjects and that is what using the flash does. Try it yourself and see
the results. An old photographers trick is to get someone to hold a newspaper or sheet to reflect
light back into someone’s face, it gives beautiful diffused light for portraits.

Fuzzy or out of focus shots

A common fault is that people snatch at the shutter button, thus shaking the whole
camera.
Try to press the button firmly and carefully holding the camera as still as you possibly can.
Cameras are mostly set to photograph in focus what is in the centre of the frame so if your
subject is off to one side you’ll get a nice clearly focused tree or mountain in the
background and an out of focus person on the left or right! Solution – focus on the person

in the centre of the frame and keeping your finger half down on the shutter button recompose
your shot and then press the button the whole way down. This is also a problem when
photographing two people together. The focus goes through the gap between them so focus on
one face clearly and then recompose the shot.

Too far or too near

By far the biggest problem is when people try to photograph from to far away with the lens set
on its widest angle.

Try to move in closer to the action and zoom the lens in until you’ve almost filled the
whole frame with your subject. Another common problem is the photograph where the
persons nose is twice the size it should be! This is caused when portraits are attempted
with the lens on wide angle setting distorting a persons’ features. Again set the lens on its
longest zoom in setting and move back or zoom out slightly until you are happy with the

composition. An added attraction of using the lens at a long zoom setting is that it tends to
throw the background slightly out of focus emphasising the person in the foreground.

With children the problem can be twofold, they are fast and so you need to use the flash to
catch their action and often we photograph them without getting down to their height. Bend
those knees and get down to the action at their level. Remember children’s attention spans are
very short and if you try to keep them still and attentive for two long you are asking for the
impossible! Let them play and follow the action, they will soon ignore you and you’ll have far
nicer, informal pictures of them.
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CHECKLIST FOR JOURNALISTS

Inter Press Service (IPS)
Editorial Checklist

Strengthening the Voice and Visibility of Women in Elections in Africa

Editorial Checklist

The following checklist has been developed by IPS as part of a two-year project
to improve coverage of women's participation in African elections -- both as
candidates and voters -- and of the extent to which polls address issues related
to gender. It is intended to help journalists become more effective in researching
and writing stories on these matters.

CONTEXT
1. Does the story explain the type of electoral system the country uses?
2. Does it explain the advantages and disadvantages of the electoral system to women’s

entrance into political office?
3. Does the story highlight the factors that contribute to women’s entrance into political office?

For example, have parties set quotas or other special measures to ensure that women are
candidates; or, are there special constitutional measures such as legislative quotas to open
up more spaces for women in political offices as a way to bridge the inequality gaps? Are
these factors operational within the country?

4. Does the story highlight the factors that inhibit women’s entrance into political office?
5. If there are more women or fewer women standing for elections during the period of

coverage, what factors have contributed to the increase or decrease?
6. Which political parties have fielded women candidates and which ones have not? Have

certain political parties done better than others, and if so, why?
7. Do any of the parties’ manifestoes or blueprints for action speak to the issues of gender

equality and women’s rights?
8. Is the story analytical? Does it go beyond the event and raise the underlying issues?
9. Does the story cite details on gender equality from the constitution and/or the government’s

signature to international conventions, declarations and platforms such as the Convention on
the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the Beijing Platform
for Action, and the Optional Protocol on Women to the Africa Charter on Human and Peoples
Rights, among others? [This is the watchdog function of the media. Is the government
adhering to the conventions, declarations and commitments it makes through signature to
such documents?]
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DO…

 Include a brief explanation of the type of electoral system(s) used for presidential,
parliamentary and local government elections.

 Explain how the electoral system(s) is/are an advantage or disadvantage for women’s
entrance into political office.

 Highlight the factors that contribute to women’s entrance into political office.
 Highlight the factors that inhibit women’s entrance into political office.

 Provide a brief discussion on the trends of women in political office (See ‘Data’).
 Include information on which political parties have fielded women candidates and which

have not, and why.
 Explain briefly what the parties’ manifestoes say about gender equality and women’s rights.

 Go beyond the event and the numbers to explain what they mean and why.
 Hold the government accountable by citing the legal and international rights instruments it

has signed. But remember, citing is not the same thing as quoting and you should try to
avoid simply quoting from national, regional or international instruments and policies in your
story. Instead, analyse whether government is on target with adhering to these instruments.
This is done through the use of data to show how well authorities are meeting the targets or
commitments agreed to, and through the voices of relevant sources. (See ‘Sources’)

DON’T…

× Submit stories that are not well-researched.

× Provide a simplistic analysis of the coverage issue by omitting information on the country’s

electoral system(s), trends of women in political office, and parties’ stated positions and actions
on women’s entrance into political  office, gender equality and women’s rights.

× List the factors that contribute to or inhibit women’s entrance into political Office without an

analysis of why the factors prevail within your country’s context.

DATA
1. Does your story include data on the numbers of women in the following structures:

• Cabinet positions
• Parliament
• Judiciary
• Political parties’ politburos or highest central organs

2. Is all the data sourced?
3. Is the data used in ways to illustrate trends in women’s entrance into political office? For

example, does a story on an upcoming poll also include data about women’s performance in
the last two elections and their entrance into offices, to show the reader whether there is
improvement or a backlash?

4. Is sex-disaggregated data used to show the situation of women in politics in comparison to
men?

5. Does the story include sex-disaggregated data on women and men as voters?
6. Does the story include data on women’s and men’s voting patterns, if available?
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DO…

 Look for up-to-date statistics on women in governance and political structures, the most
recent data on voters, among other relevant figures, and source the data used in the stories.

 Use sex-disaggregated data to illustrate where women are in politics in comparison to men.
 Include data on women and men as voters.
 Use data in context to illustrate gender gaps, trends and to provide an analysis of the

gendered nature of politics in the country.
71
DON’T….

× Submit a story without any data.

× Present data that is not sourced.

× Use out-of-date data. Do your research to ensure that the numbers are correct and up-to-

date.

LANGUAGE

1. Does the story contain language that promotes sexism, gender bias or discrimination, or
gender stereotypes?

2. Avoid language that promotes "ageism": "…the 60-year-old woman candidate…" etc. There
may well be stories where age has to be mentioned and analysed – an item on a by-election
where all candidates are octogenarians, in defiance of national trends, for instance -- but as
a  general  rule writers need to be cautious about age.

3. Are there any specific adjectives used to describe the character or physical appearance of
women politicians or candidates that convey bias?

4. Is the physical description of a female politician or candidate relevant to the story? Would
you apply the use of physical description equally to men and women politicians or
candidates?

5. Is the language used inclusive of women and men?

DO…
 Check carefully before submitting stories to ensure that no language, phrases or adjectives

that perpetuate sexism and gender bias have been used.
 Use inclusive terms such as “women and men”, “man and woman” -- and pronouns such as

“they”, “their” and “them” -- to avoid the use of the generic “he” and “man” for all people.
 Avoid words that exclude women, such as “chairman”, “mankind”, “manpower”,
 “man-made”, “man-to-man” and “gentleman’s agreement”, among others – or words that

exclude men such as “housewife” and “prostitute”, among others.
 When using gender neutral terms such as “farmers”, “traders”, “entrepreneurs”,” children”,

“detainees”, “parents”, “peasants”, “professionals”, the “poor” and “workers”, among others,
be sure to use sex disaggregated data in the story to show where women are located in
these groupings.

 Use the ‘IPS Gender and Development Glossary’ (available in English and French)
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 and other sources on sexist language to avoid perpetuating discrimination and stereotypes in
reporting on women in politics

DON’T…

× Describe women’s physical appearance or the way they are dressed unless this is central to

the feature. If you feel the need to describe what a female candidate is wearing, ensure
that you do so in a way which does not discriminate against her (do not mention a woman’s
appearance while failing to describe that of the men she is competing with, for instance --
and do not write about which woman is considered “the best dressed” of various female
candidates, a categorisation not generally applied to men). In addition, guard against
descriptions that simply endorse images which candidates are trying to put forward about
themselves (a male candidate trying to appear “a son of the soil” through dressing casually,
for example). Your job is to analyse campaign strategies -- not further them.

× Use “he” or “man” as generic terms for all people.

× Use words that exclude women, such as “chairman”, including the phrase “male domain”

unless used in italics or quotes as stated by a source, among others.

× Use words that exclude men, such as “prostitute”, among others.

× Use language that demonises or trivialises women politicians.

× Use language or phrases to describe women according to their marital or family status, while

the same is not done to describe or label male politicians.

SOURCES

1. Does the story include a balance of female and male sources? [One female six male sources
would not be considered a balance of voices and perspectives in terms of the sexes. As a
guide: A story that includes three female and two male sources or three male sources and
two female sources would be acceptable.]

2. Do the sources interviewed provide a diversity of views and perspectives on the coverage
issue? [If all the sources hold the same views or, are putting forth the same arguments on
the issue, then the story does not provide a balance of views, but ONLY ONE view told
through different voices. It is not enough to have different voices; different views are also
needed, because there is more than one side to any issue.]

3. Are all the sources from the same side of the political spectrum? [Reporters should interview
female and male sources from various political parties.]

4. Does the story only include politicians and political analysts as sources? [Sources from civil
society groups working on the coverage issue as well as female and male citizens should
also be interviewed to provide a diversity of views and perspectives.]

5.  Does the story only include the views and perspectives of women and men in one age
group? [Reporters should endeavour to convey the voices and perspectives of the young,
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middle-aged and elderly. Women and men in all three age groups are voting citizens and
may have varying views and perspectives that will enrich the coverage issue.]

DO….

 Interview both women and men to balance the voices of the sexes.
 Seek out women and men with varying views on the coverage issue.
 Women and men from different political parties and spectrums should be interviewed.
 In addition to female and male politicians and political analysts, women and men from civil

society and citizens should be interviewed.
 Women and men across different age groups – young, middle-aged and elderly voters –

should be interviewed.

DON’T……

× Interview only men, or only women for the story.

× Present only one view or perspective on an issue in a story, even if this view is stated by

many people.

× Become a mouthpiece for a party or grouping by interviewing only men and women from

that organisation.

× Interview only male and female politicians and political analysts.

× Do not interview sources from one age group alone.
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